
COMMAND PERFORMANCE
LOADING INSTRUCTIONS
CBM 64/128 CASSETTE
Press S H IF T  and RUN/STOP keys simultaneously, then press PLAY on your 
tape recorder. The program will start automatically.
CBM 64/128 DISK
Insert disk then type L0AD“*”3 ,1  and press RETUR N . The program will 
load and run automatically.
SPECTRUM  46/12 8K . + 2  CASSETTE
Type LOAD"” and press EN TER . Press PLAY on tape recorder.
AM STRAD CPC CASSETTE
Press CTR L and small E N TER  keys. Press PLAY on the cassette recorder. 
AM STRAD CPC DISK
Type RUN~DISK and press EN TER . Game will load and run automatically.

Cassette users note that each game Is loaded Individually. So. for example, if you 
wish to load the game off a side of one of the tapes, stop the cassette player 
once the first game has loaded. Turn off the computer then on again and repeat 
the loading procedure. You may find It worthwhile to make a note of the counter 
references on the cassette player, so. for your convenience, we have Included the 
following grid.

C H O LO ™  ________________  X E N O "

H A R D B A L L *  ________________  T R A N T O R ™

B O B S L E IG H  * | | L E V IA T H A N ™  f

A R M A G E D D O N  M A N * ________________  1 0 T H  F R A M E ™

M E R C E N A R Y ™  | ] S H A C K LE D ™  |

OBJECTIVE___________________________________
It Is Important that you read these instructions so that you folly understand the 
consequences of the holocaust and the enormity of the plight fodng the human
race trapped in their nuclear bunker. More Importantly, you will understand the 
foil extent of your responsibility for their future.

Using the popular bunker game R A T. you have access to the only surface robot 
under the control of the bunker computer. All other computers and robots are 
lost to their own misguided and corrupted logic circuits; bent on maintaining 
the seal on the tetrahedral bunker cap. It is up to you to break this seal.

The robots are not totally lost, by hacking into them, you can reprogram them 
to accept your control and to  access the surfoce computers to gain the information 
wtthln their files. It Is up to  you to use the robots and Information that you find 
wisely, so you can discover the secret by blowing the bunker cap and freeing 
the bunker population.

GETTING STARTED____________________________
Once Cholo has loaded, you will be In M ENU M O D E . In the view screen, you 
will see a spinning RAT droid, the only robot under control at this point. Ignore the 
rest of the menu mode displays for now and press the SELECT R O BO T key to 
gain control of the RAT droid. Your display will look similar to the one shown 
below

. m  *;§|
1. Damage

Shows how much damage a particular robot has taken. All robots will slowly 
self repair.

2. Map/Radar
Shows an overall view of Cholo d ty  or your immediate surroundings If the 
radar program is Installed. Neither operate Indoors.

3. Message Area
All status messages and Important clues are displayed here, so keep an eye 
on It.

4. RadfetSoa
Shows h o w ‘H O T  the area around a robot Is. Beware, once radiation reaches 
a certain level, dependent on the type of robot, that robot will take heavy 
damage until It leaves the area.

5. Compass
Shows which direction (N. S. E. W ) the robot under your control b  fodng.

6. Rampaks
These four rampaks are used to hold programs and text files which are vital 
to solving the game.

7. View Screen
Shows the camera eye view from your robot s surveillance equipment: or the 
current robot In menu mode.

8. Sights
These will only appear If the robot under your control b  equipped with a 
weapon.

The RAT DROID starts inside the Central Computer building, just off Bridge Street, 
fodng the entrance. By using the MAIN ROBOT control keys (given In the key 
guide) you can move the RAT droid around the building.

If you steer the RAT Into the computer room, shown on the map below, and 
collide gently with the CYBER computer Inside, the RAT will establish an interface 
with CYBER 1 and will be able to swap programs with It.

CENTRAL COMPUTER BUILDING________________

o o  Cyber 1 computer
| o o 0 piller

□ o overhead light* ________ |«
o o o  □

I

SWAPPING PROGRAMS_________________________
Once an Interface has been established, you are given ths option to:

•  READ a program into one of your rampaks.

•  W R ITE  a program from a rampak into the computer.

#  DISCONNECT from the computer.
Use the accelerate/decelerate keys to choose which option you want and then 
press the FIR E key.

•  READ Gives you a list of all the programs held In the computer's memory that 
the interfacing droid b  allowed access to.

•  This option will not be given If the computer b  not holding any programs. 

Use accelerate/decelerate keys to select a program then press the FIRE key. Now 
use the TU R N  LEFT/TURN R IG H T keys to select which rampak you want to put 
the program into then press the FIRE key.

Note: You can overwrite programs held In a rampak.

•  W R ITE  Lets you store programs held Inyour Interfacing robot's rampaks into 
a computer’s memory for safe keeping, and works In the same way as read. 
T h b  option will not be given If your robot b  not holding any programs.

•  DISCONNECT Selecting th b  option and then pressing FIR E will log off the 
computer and return normal control to your rob ot 

You will find the file PaasITXT (Password-list, text) In the Cyber 1. Read th b  file 
into one of the RAT droid’s rampaks. disconnect from the Cyber and then press 
the GOTO M ENU key. *

RUNNING PROGRAMS__________________________
Some programs in a rampak such as RadarPRG work automatically while others 
like PasslTXT need to be run.

To  run a program held in a rampak. go to menu mode by pressing the GOTO 
M ENU key and use the N E X T RAMPAK/LAST RAM PAK keys to select which 
program you want to run. Then press RUN RAM PAK key.

The message area will indicate the result of running the program, if any.

If you run PasslTXT, you will be given a list of robot entry passwords! Note these 
down as you will need these In order to gain access to the other robots In the game. 

Press the S ELECT R O BO T key to regain control of the RAT droid and make your 
way to the entrance of the Central Computer Building. Once you leave the building, 
your view should look like the one below.

jrrrumt ■, auamunm,. j

HACKING OTHER ROBOTS______________________
Now that you are outside, your bird’s eye view map of Cholo d ty  will be operational 
(unless RadarPRG b  being run).

Your position is shown as a flashing dot top and central on the map.

You should also see a small Hacker class robot travelling East down Bridge Street 
Turn right, chase after the Hacker matching its speed and open Are w ith the 
RAT’S Ion cannon. After several direct hits, the Hacker will be temporarily 
paralysed and a confirming announcement will appear In the message area. Stop 
firing, otherwise the Hacker will be too bad|y damaged to tie of any further use.
That b  unless you can find a way of repairing It later.

Now guide the RAT up to the Hacker until they are touching, and an interface 
between the tw o will be established.

You will now be given three attempts to enter the Hacker’s correct password. If 
you get It wrong three times, the robot interface b  cut. though you may try again. 

Once you have correctly logged on. you are given the robot’s name and password 
and the option to swap programs in exactly the same manner as with the 
computers.

(It b  a good Idea to keep Important programs In more rhan one robot as once 
a robot dies’, you will lose all the programs which It ct fried.)

SWITCHING BETW EEN ROBOTS_________________
Once you have successfully logged onto the Hacker, disconnect from It and press 
the GOTO M ENU key.

You will now find that RIZZO the RAT and IGOR the HACKER are being alternately 
displayed in the view screen. You now have tw o robots under your contrail 

You can speed up the process of examining the robots under your control by 
using the N E X T ROBOT/LAST R O BO T keys.

The damage and radiation gauges will alter for each different robot along with 
Its position on the map and rampak contents.

Notice how damaged the Hacker b  after the RAT has paralysed It. A few more 
shots would have killed it! But as all robots have a self repair mechanism, the 
Hacker will be as good as new within a few minutes.

Use the next robot/last robot keys until the Hacker b  shown In the view screen 
and press the SELEC T R O BO T key. You are now In control of the Hacker and can 
guide It around Cholo. Notice that the Hacker has no sights as It b  not equipped 
with any sort of weapon.

You now know enough of the basics to get used to the controb and get used to 
the layout of Cholo city with the aid of your pre-war map, before attempting to 
rescue the bunker dwellers.

LAND TO SHIP TELEPORTER___________________

M
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TELEPORTERS________________________________
There are tw o types of teleporter In Cholo dty : one to transport you from land 
to  land and one to transport you from land to ship.

To  use a land to land teleporter, first move a robot on top of one teleporter pad 
and stop. You will hear a noise indicating that your robot Is correctly placed on 
the teleporter pad.

Then take a second robot to the ether teleporter and place It on the teleporter 
pad. again you will hear the correct position indicator a few times and then the 
tw o robots will swap places.

Note: Land to land teleporters work in pairs. A given teleporter b  only connected 
to  one other. You will have to find out which teleporters are connected to each 
other.

To  use a land to ship teleporter, first dock a ship on the side of the pier closest 
to the land teleporter. You will be told once you are docked correctly. Then move 
the robot you wish to board the ship onto the land teleporter pad. You will hear 
the correct position indicator a few times and then the robot will board the ship. 
You will be told once you have boarded correctly.

To  leave a ship, first dock the ship, then take control of the robot on board. The 
robot will be teleported to the land teleporter.

HELPFUL INFORMATION_______________________
Be very carefol around the shoreline. If a robot foils into the sea it will die and 
there Is no way of getting It back.

Be patient when trying to paralyse the flying eye. It will come down to earth 
every now and again.

If the flying eye b  up in the air and not moving, move to a new position some 
distance from where you are. T h b  b  because all robots are continually working 
out where to go next, and if you are where they want to go and they can go no 
other way they may just sit where they are.

RadarPRG b  invaluable when trying to find robots which have gone out of view. 
Sometimes this may be the only way of finding them!

The Guard robots always appear in groups of four patrolling an area. If you try 
to take a Guard robot out of its area, it will die.

When you enter a Guard robot patrol area w ith a new ro b o t all the Guard robots 
In that area will be reset Therefore, move all the robots you want into a Guard 
robot area before you start shooting. Otherwise the mom ent you move a new 
robot Into the area, the Guard robots will be back at foil strength and your 
shooting would have been In vain.

K E Y  GUIDE___________________________________
Main Robot Controls:

C B M 64/128 SPECTRUM  AM STRAD
Turn  left Z Z  Z
Turn right X X X
Accelerate K  ]
Decelerate / M \
Fire* R ETUR N EN TE R  RETURN

* (only If weapon b  fitted)

Flying Eye Controls:
CBM 64/128 SPECTRUM  AM STRAD

Up RETUR N EN TE R  RETURN
Down SPACE SPACE SPACE
Move left <  A <
Move right >  S >
Pttchup = J  ?
Pttchdown | N +
Yaw left Z Z  Z
Yaw right X X X
Goto Menu RESTORE 1 ESC
Unpause CRSR 0  CLR

In Menu Mode:
CBM 64/128 SPECTRUM  AM STRAD

Next Robot K  ]
Last Robot / M
Select Robot RETURN EN TER  RETURN
Save F3 W  P
Next Rampak X X X
Last Rampak Z  Z  Z
Run Rampak SPACE SPACE SPACE
Load F I  Q L

Camera Controls:
CBM 64/128 SPECTRUM  AM STRAD

Pitchup / K  \
Pttchdown = M ]
Yaw left Z  Z Z
Yaw right X X X

Aeroplane Controls: c b m 64/i 2 8  s p e c t r u m  a m s t r a d

Throttle up R ETURN E N TER  RETURN
Throttle back SPACE SPACE SPACE
Pttchup / K  ]
Pttchdown M \
Roll left Z  Z Z
Roll right X X X
Pause CRSR 9 DEL

Loading and saving old games can only be done In menu mode.

Remove CHOLO dbk/tape and Insert your saved games dlsk/tape.

Type In the required file name, up to six characters and press RETUR N (CBM/ 
AmstradyE N TE R  (Spectrum). You will be asked to confirm the load/save. Press 
Y to continue and N to cancel the operation.

Note for Spectrum Uaers: DO NOT PRESS SPACE BAR DURING LOADING OR 
SAVING.

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications pic.

BATTER UPI__________________________________
Welcome to the most realistic baseball game ever designed. Step up to the plate 
and try to knock that ball out of the park. You can choose to bunt, steal a base, 
and control base running. When your team b  In the field, you can control the 
type and location of pitch as well as the fielders.

SELECT GAME OPTIONS________________________
Once the game b  loaded, you may use the menu to select a variety of game 
option combinations such as Home/Visrtor. which team (if any) the computer 
will play (for a one-player game), and whether you want a designated hitter (-D H ). 

CBM Users Note: When the program has loaded leave the PLAY key depressed 
on the cassette player, as more information will be loaded as the game progresses. 

Only one line will be displayed at a time (starting wtth line 1). Move the joystick 
DOWN or UP to view other possible options. When the choice you want to make 
is displayed, press the FIR E button to start the game.

MANAGER’S DECISION SCREEN__________________
CBM 64/128
The four screens displayed during Hard Ball are: The Manager's Decision Screen, 
the Pttcher/Batter Screen. Left Field View, and Right Field View.

The game begins with the Manager’s Decision Screen. It will also appear If a 
player presses the SPACE BAR on the keyboard anytime during the Pitcher Screen. 
In th b  Manager’s Screen, pressing the SPACE BAR will "Play B a r  (starting the 
game action or continuing where you left off). T h b  screen will dbpiay a selected 
line-up for both teams. XT will indicate who b  at bat and t im e  will also be an 
indication of who b  on which bpse (1b. 2b or 3b), how they bat (Right. Left or 
Switch), the position they play and their batting average.

Below each team s roster will be a menu&fmsnagement decision options which 
each player may select by moving the cursor to that line and pressing the FIRE 
button. In the case of "substitution’ or "exchange positions’’, additional screen 
prompts will be displayed at the bottom (to be explained later).

For the other options, the parameters (indicated here by parenthesis) will be 
cycled through and dbplpyed one at a time by depressing the FIR E button when 
that line b  selected (highlighted). The current parameter  being displayed b  
automatically the one selected and remains In force until changed. The option 
lists are as follows:

For the team In the field (defence) -  5 choicer
•  Player Substitution
•  Exchange Positions
•  Outfield (Normal. Shift right. Shift left)
•  Infield (Normal or Double Play)
•  (NO) Intentional Walk

For the team at bat (offence) -  2 choices:
•  Player Substitution
•  Exchange Positions

If either player selects "Substitution" or "Exchange Positions", the lower portion 
of the Manager’s Decblon Screen will change to the appropriate team colour. In 
these modes, press the SPACE BAR In the middle of an activity to cancel and 
return to the game.

Substitution
A line will be displayed to select "Substitute (from  Bench) w ith (on Roster)" at 
which time the underlined entry can be selected by moving the joystick L E F T  or 
R IG H T (selecting a player) and pressing the FIRE button. When the bench entry 
b  specified, you can scroll the list of players on the bench up or down within a 
3-line window at the bottom of the screen by using the joystick. Then select the 
desired player to come onto the field by pressing the FIR E button. When the 
roster entry b  selected, the cursor can be moved up or down the roster list wtth 
the joystick, then press the FIR E button to select the player to come off the field. 

Note: Once a player is substituted out (after the first pitch), he can’t  return to 
the field and doesn't go to the bench Ibt. The new player coming onto the field 
will replace him at h b  current position.

Exchange Positions
Choose the entry to be filled first In a manner similar to that defined above for
"substitution- on the line "exchange - y * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8” 1 w it h -------position". T h b  will
t flow  vertical scr oMng of cursor through!Lhe roster positions and will show each 
corresponding player’s foil performance statistics at the bottom of the screen. 
Press FIR E button to select position to be exchanged. If you select a player in a 
position for which he b  not suited, then inappropriate message (l.e.. "player out 
of position") will be displayed later. There will abo be a likelihood of an error In 
play or poor pitching.

Remember, press SPACE BAR to start (or continue) play of the game.

MANAGER’S DESCISION SCREEN________________
(Spectrum/Amstrad)
The three screens dbplayed during Hard Ball are: The Manager's Decblon Screen, 
the Pttcher/Batter screen, and the Field View.

The game begins with the Manager’s Decblon screen. It will abo appear if a 
player presses the SPACE key on the keyboard at any time during the Pitcher 
screen. In th b  Manager’s screen, pressing the SPACE key will "Ptaybair (starting 
the game action or continuing where you left off). T h b  screen will dbpiay a 
selected line-up for both teams 7" will indicate who b a t  bat and there will abo 
be an Indication of who b  on which base (1st. 2nd or 3rd) and their batting 
average. Pitchers are denoted by a P and the dbplayed values are the pitchers’ 
earned runs average.

Either player can then press h b  FIR E button to bring up a foil line up which abo 
displays the team positions and which hand they bat/pitch wtth (Right, Left or 
Switch). Below the roster will be the management decision options which can 
be selected by moving left to select SUB S TITUTE or right to select EXCHANGE. 
He can select the player to be substituted or exchanged by moving up or down 
the roster (the selected player being displayed wtth Inverted colours).

To  substitute a player move to the appropriate entry In the roster and move left. 
You can then scroll the Ib t of players on the bench up or down within a 3-llne 
window at the bottom of the screen by moving up or down. Then select the 
desired player to come onto the field by pressing the FIR E button.

Note: Once a player b  substituted out (after the first pitch), he can't return to 
the field and doesn’t  go to the bench I b t  The new player coming onto the field 
will replace him at h b  current position. Moving left or right will return to the 
roster.

To  exchange positions choose the entry in a manner similar to that defined above 
for "substitution". Then move up or down to  select 2nd player, and press FIRS 
to exchange their positions. If you select a player In a position for which he b  
not suited, then an appropriate message ("out of position!") will be displayed 
later. There will also be a likelihood of poor pitching. Likewise to the substitution, 
moving left or right will return to the roster menu.

The player playing the pitching team can abo select the Intentional Walk option 
on h b  management screen by pressing FIRE.

Remember, press SPACE key to start (or continue) play of the game.

GAME PLAY__________________________________
Play begins with the pitcher's screen depicting the pitcher, batter and umpire. 
Using the controb the player representing the pitcher (field team) may select a 
type of pitch as dbplayed on the bottom of the scram. He must select one of 
four choices dbplayed out of the following eight pitching types:

•  Fastball (straight and very fast)
•  Fastbafl (straight and fast)
•  Offopeed (straight)
•  (T w ig s  ap (straight slower pitch)
•  Carve b a l (a Mg sweeping curve)

-  For left handed pitchers the ball curves to the rig h t
-  For r i0 it  handed pitchers, the ball curves to the left.

•  ScrewbaB (opposite of curve ball)
-  For left handed pitchers, the ball curves to the left.
-  For right handed pitchers, the bell curves to the right.

•  Maker (the baN drops -  curves down)
•  M M ar (similar to curve bell, but curves at the last mom ent)

The other player, representing the team at b a t m ay select h b offowslve strategy 
by holding the FIR E button down while moving the joystick to select one or 
mors options. Upon releasing the FIR E button, h b  selections) will be made, 
thus allowing the game to continue (If the pitcher has abo made h b  selection).

Note: Even If no options are desired, this player must press and release his FIRE 
button while the joystick b  In the neutral position for the game to continue. His 
options will abo appear at the bottom of the screen and will Include bunt or 
base stealing (If appropriate).

Note: If you tell a runner to steal a base and the batter doesn't hit the ball, then 
*the catcher will attempt to throw the lead runner out.

When someone first steps up to b e t some of Ms statistics m i  be displayed. 

Once both players have made their selections, a new set of chokes are presented 
at the bottom of the screen (top of the screen on SpectnevYAmetrad versions). 
The pitcher will be able to select the location of the pitch (Le.. M g u  Inside, etc.) 
and h b  wind-up will begin once the FIR E button b  released. The better wRI be 
able to select h b  corresponding location of sw ing, by pr essing the FIR E 
button, swing.

When the ball b  h it  the receiving fielder wRl be Identified by flashing. The player 
may use the joystick to position the fielder (back. left, forward, right) to catch 
the ball. Once the ball b  caught he b  presented chokes as to where to throw 
the ball (2nd. 3rd. home or 1st).

N M B  p v m H p  M H i  WWWm mOSSSE p M I K

2 1 2  x = always a strike.
1 x 1  1 = high probability of being a strike.
2 1 2  2 = low probabttty of being a strike.

©  1986 ACCOLADE. All rights reserved.

OBJECTIVE_______ ___________________________
Bobsleigh b  a spectacular simulation of a fost and dangerous W inter Olympic 
Sport.

Equip your team, set up your bob and go for the perfect run.

Practice on all m^Jor tracks with an unrivalled faaBng of ^ e e d  and cornering 
until you are reedy for the World Cup and Olym pk Gamas.

Jeki ths Otyatyk tsem ead §e fsr gsM I

SECURITY TABLE_____________________________
two Mi4s \nm a it8sss xsmoo s im m  378*9 o
r a s  » J R  12*731 234:122 317:201 300*tt 443102
3*00 e* 14 12*338 102*00 200*02 31*774 301*20 44* 40 
4*27 07*13 130*01 103*01 29*470 31*41* 300*00 446*83
5 327 66S94 131 161 194469 257 900 320602 383-909 446331
6 200 69 398 132615 195 672 258 145 321392 384816 447 168
7 175 70676 133 914 196 237 259 906 3224S5 385335 448 635
8 413 71 439 134 403 197 540 260386 323413 306587 449 891
*704 72 150 135 490 198 13 261327 324539 387 161 450 926 |

10 13 73 887 136 54 198 2*6 262638 325386 3882Z2 451672
11342 74 881 137 852 200308 283 175 326*82 388*14 402 126
12374 75891 138881 201 771 264 727 327 438 380808 409540
13 07 7*182 138888 208310 9 6 7 9  328 10 381480 0 4*48
14 *9 77888 140181 289881 28*737 29887 388887 0 * 9 8
13 10 7*806 141 77 286318 28730 39381 39*88 08383 ,
1*94 78541 148837 20  8 0  8 9 8 9  » 1 881 38*07 0 7  771
17444 88 732 14930 297*7 2 9  87 33X96 9 * 8 9  09178
18*47 81 *8 144*61 287*73 2 9  9  3 9 89  39418 0 8 881
18481 t t  U 1 «  r  9  t«  271 18 394*9 387 77 489411 ;
9 1 0  0 * 86  10487 2 9 * 0  27X337 39941 368373 0 1 8 9
21 181 8 420  147 47* 218*9 279444 3 9 7 0  3 0 3 0  49413
22 9  8 M B  148*0 211817 234187 387 9  4 0 3 9  489873
29 19  88*34 148317 212*22 27549 1 9 .0 6 49  >7 484*77
24*21 87 18 19136 213*0 2 9 7 9  3 9 8 9  4 9 9 7  8 9 * 0
25 9  85*34 19 4 0  9 4 * 9  277 181 3 9 * 9  0 8 476 69  0 8
28*22 0 9 1  19733 95787 23508 34189 48449 48797
27 9  88483 13330 9 * 8 9  278184 3 9 7 0  4 9 9 7  48830
28 *0  9  713 194 6 9 7 * 9  2 0  9 8  3*3 1* 48539 08 8 9
28 39  8 8 *9  1 9 * 9  987*4 29  9  344138 40740 4758*4
38338 0711 19*812 98 . 17 288*9 30-381 0 8 * 0  471307
9 3 0  84*00 187381 8 9 4 0  285 81 34*39 408308 478487
3819 0 * 13  18*238 29*75 284*9 347:715 418 18 47589
33413 88*18 188317 222320 2 9 3 0  3 0 * 0  411*0 474*0
34*00 8 7 30  18040 823:187 28*233 348711 41270 475 17
93 70  « > * »  161318 224*0 28730 388157 413381 47*40
93 32  88377 18239 225263 288*9 381*15 414333 477*75
37*43 100*9 183*14 225731 29413 352331 415317 47*41
9 * 0  101*0 1*4:70 227:122 280*0 38330 416.773 478187
3*706 102*0 165 146 2 9 :1 9  91370 384*9 417312 48830
48 39  109300 19*82 228341 29*07 39377 416327 0 1 9 3
4149 104: 27 187:116 230*19 20*43 38*210 418*14 48? 8 9
42:180 106400 1 9 * 9  231:79 284327 387*9 428202 40.122
43:444 106350 180443 232*01 20:708 3 9 * 0  421:10 484 790
44*0 10791 170*9 233:19 29:118 36839 422- 8 40341
43-321 19334 171: 14 234442 29749 38889 423.118 4 9  878
4891 19:119 172: 37 2 9 * 9  29:171 9 1 :4 9  424653 487:79
47:727 110*87 173*15 2 9 3 9  20444 362:150 425:443 49 382
48*93 111:49 174: 22 237:727 308*0 38391 426682 488.19
0:488 112:483 175:70 29-323 91*21 384379 427: 14 488)14
88387 11390 17**0 23*422 3 9 : 84 30:118 4 9 :7 9  0 1 * 9
51176 114: 28 177*70 24830 39:727 30*32 428*15 49383
52*23 118:864 178*32 241:171 30491 367:49 43889 483:727
53: 23 118*0 178*47 242387 308 485 3 0 3 9  431:70 484*9
54: 21 11739 18839 243*70 30*29 388*9 432*0 40:422
9 9 6  118370 16149 24490 307:178 378.178 433470 48891
9 :  79 118*9 18230 245:49 30*39 371*64 434:737 487:171
57 39  120355 163:79 246:79 3 9 : 23 37239 49*47 49*87
$8388 121*43 184:146 247*0 31839 373382 49:107 49*70
S551S 122*34 183*9 20381 311*9 374:102 437:49 808762
68.443 12398 1 0 * 9  248.184 312: O  378*9 49*44
6191 124*53 187:182 250347 31339 378*71 4 9 :7 9
62:782 125*9 10:437 251*9 31430 377*43 44819
63:412 19:745 188383 282340 318319 378*9 441*9

CER TAIN FO R M ATS ONLY

When the program has loaded, you are prompted for a softiock security code. 
The code b  found by looking up the number on the screen In the left hand column 
of th e taMe and entering the number in the right hand column using keys 0  -  
• and EN TER . The game b  now reedy for playing.

CONTROLS___________________________________
CBM 64/128
Connect joystick to port 2.

CBMB4/12S SPECTRUM  AM STRAD CPC
Joystick Forward K ey[ T or 7 t
Joystick Back K ey] i  o rB  i
Joystick Left Key <  — o rS  —
Joystick Right K e y>  —  or B —
Fire Key SPACE 0  or SPACE SPACE
Abort Key RUN/STOP A ESC
Hold Key H H H
M usk Off KeyM  _______  _______
Start Game M T U  B R IE R

CBM 64/128 Only
On menu pages use Joystick FORWARD/HACK with red cursor and Joystick 
LEFT/RIGHT wtth green cursor to make selection.

JOYSTICK CONTROLS__________________________
UP/DOWN: rock the Joystick up and down for the push start.
L E T T  , steer left 
■ K H T :  steer right
FIR E: to jum p in bob at the start and to apply the brake at the end.

DRIVING INSTRUCTIONS_______________________
Sterling
Whan the startMght turns from red to green, start pushing as hard as you can. 
by rocking the joystick U F  and DOWN. The bob wilt start to pick up speed as 
indicated on the krone panel. 50 metres b  allowed to get the bob up to speed 
before It crosses the sb rtiin e . You must jum p  In the bob. by pressing the FIN E 
button, before you rtnch the start line or the bob w M  continue on down the 
track without you on' board!

Your timed run starts when you cross the start line.

There are a number of split times given for each circuit. These are usually placed 
one quarter, one half and three quarters of the way down the track. The spilt 
times are useful forjudging how wel I the run b  going at key points on the track. 
Whan the bob passes under the chequered flag at the end of the track, the race 
tim er w B  stop and show your finishing time. The record time dbplayed b  the 
current track record.

Brake
The brake should only be used after you have crossed the finishing line to bring 
the bob to a standstill. If you use the brake while racing down the track K will 
damage the track surface and you will be disqualified from the race.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SCORING_______________
At each event you may have one practice run if the practice'on option b  select* 
Then each player makes tw o runs, the times from each run are added to give an 
accumulated time. If there are tw o players then you make your runs alternately.
The scoreboard will place a C' next to your country If you crashed on either run.
If you crash on the first run you are not allowed a second run. The country wtth 
the quickest accumulated time b  the winner of that event. When in season' 
racing the points scoring b  8 points for first place down to  1 point for eighth 
place at each venue. The points are added up over the 6 venues and the highest 
scoring country wins the championship.

RACING EVENTS AND CLASSES__________________
Novice
As a novice competitor you will need to start radng wtth an amateur class bob.
If you are unfomillar wtth the tracks then start racing In single events where you 
wW be able to try and win some races, build up sponsorship money, which will 
be needad later on. and gain familiarity w ith each track. The other competing 
countries will provide you wtth some tough opposition and you will need to race 
well to beet their times.

A t the end of each race the team manager will provide you with a report giving 
detaRa of your ganerii performance and any damage to the bob.

Advanced
If you win enough races, you will have sufficient fonds to move onto a National 
class bob which wlU enable you to race a higher speeds. The better bobs, although 
foster, are more susceptible to crash damage.

In order to  move on to International and Olympic class bobs you will need to 
com pete In foO season racing where you must race on six tracks consecutively 
and adn World Championship points. It will then be possible for you to  gain 
enough  qwneorshlp money to buy an International or Olympic class bob.

Ifyou finish in the top three in a World Championship season, using the Olympic 
rim s bob. you will be able to select the Winter Olympics option and go for gold.

SPONSORSHIP MONEY_________________________
Each ptayer starts with a certain amount of sponsorship money which may be 
uead to buy bask equipment such as the simplest type of bobsleigh and a set of 
runners. You will need to win races In order to attract more sponsorship money. 

There are maintenance costs for the upkeep of your bob which are payable after 
each race and there may abo be damage and repair costs to be paid If you crash 
or M t the side wall hard going down the track. If you do not win enough races, 
you wfll find that your funds will become depleted as your sponsorship income 
reduces until eventually you may even become bankrupt! tfth b  happens you will 
ham no option but to start all over again.

MENU SELECTIONS____________________________
All the gwws options available are presented on menu pages.

Choose a particular item by moving the highlight wtth the joystick and then 
select It by pressing the FIR E button.

If a particular Item is In a darker colour than the rest, then that Item b  not 
available for selection at that moment.

EVENTS______________________________________

S«t»r t  d»n »c to r»d «n 'o n 5 tra t)o n o < iP o t> ra n »»tw r»)n x ia M »p u « ng « r » « t .

Single
Race at a single track only. Select your track from the 6 venues available.

Season
A foil season’s racing Involves racing at each of the 6 tracks in a World 
Championship cycle. When in season’ racing, the order In which each of the track 
venues b  vbited b  fixed.

Olympic
Race at the W inter Olympics.

Nets: You cannot enter the Winter Olympics until you have bought an Olympic 
dess bob. and demonstrated your ability to win wtth It. by finishing a World 
Championship season in the top three.

Practice
The practice on/off selection enables you to make just one practice run at each 
venue before the actual racing begins. T h b  can be uoefol for familiarisation at 
each new track during season’ radng.

R ES TA R T -  The restart option allows you to totally resat the game.

CONTROLS -  T h b  option b  Induded on some versions for selecting between 
keyboard and joystick.

PLAYERS_____________________________________
Select either a one or tw o player gwne. In a tw o player game each player races 
the bob in turn. Each player may select which country he wbhas to represent, 
but once selected It b  not possible to  change country In mid game. Only after 
pressing the restart option may new countries be selected.

VENUE_______________________________________
A choice of 6 tracks b  available and a map showing the layout of each track b  
abo included. The track records are given for each track to  give you an idea of 
what times are achievable by expert driving.

Hale: When In season radng the order in which each track b  vbited b  fixed 
m i  may noc km n m m so  nMfMncMnuj.

WEATHER____________________________________
Select the weather option to receive a brief weather rep ort You have to take 
the weather conditions into account when selecting the runner blades.

The conditions may change at each new venue, so be sure to check you have the 
correct runner blades fitted when you arrive at each new track.

RUNNERS____________________________________
Four types of runner blades are available for selection. The shape of the Made b  
slightly different in each case and the correct choice of runners depends upon 
the air and ice temperatures. In general the more bowed a runner b . the more 
it will cut into the Ice. and th b  will give better grip and control on a hard track.

The runner blades only have a limited life and may become worn or damaged 
during racing, tfyou select a set of runners which b  worn you will be given the 
option of buying a new set.

BOB SELECTION______________________________
There are four grades of bobsleigh ranging from Amateur to Olympic class. The 
Olympic class b  the best and most expensive, so you will need to win many races 
before you can afford one.

Each class of bob b  available In a 2 or 4 man version.

CASH________________________________________
You may use your sponsorship money to pay for a fitness training course and to 
buy team kit In your own personal colour scheme.

FITNESS TRAINING____________________________
To  use the fitness training kit. wait for the start light and then rock the joystick 
UP and DOWN as quickly as possible in the time allowed. T h b  will move the 
strength bar indicator to the right, the further you can move the bar to the right 
the higher your new level of fitness will become.

TEAM  COLOURS_______________________________
The team tracksuits are available In a wide range of attractive colours! Pick the 
colour which suits you.

DRIVING TIPS________________________________
Technique
The best times In bobsleigh are achieved by smooth driving using only slight 
pressure on the runners. In the straights It b  essential to steer the bob accurately 
as any contact w ith the side w alb  will slow the bob down. Fast cornering Ineohws 
picking the best line through each comer, and th b  can only be found by trial and 
error. Do not allow the bob to ride too high up the banking or the bob may run 
off the track and crash. You will abo crash if you foil to get the bob doam In 
time coming out of a comer. On some combination comers you will need to get 
the line right on the first part of the combination to be in the correct position 
going into the second part of the combination. To  beat the best times you wM  
need to get a good pusbstart. find the best lines through the comers and avoid 
hitting the side walls.
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AIM  OF TH E GAME____________________________
Your task, as Supreme Commander, is to try and prevent Armageddon. How you 
achieve this, is not something these instructions will necessarily tell you. They 
are intended as a guide only.

However, to help you get started, we have summarised the four main aims below, 
the achievement of which Is essential If the world is to be certain of avoiding 
nuclear war. You will need diplomatic, military and tactical skills, as well as a 
good deal of common sense, if you are to succeed.

Aim One:
Achieve a good working relationship with each individual country.

There are 16 member countries of the UNN. Each country has its own political 
system, its own problems, its own aims and most Importantly its own personality. 
The only thing they all have in common is a desire not to be destroyed. You must 
leam how to deal w ith each country in different situations, some serious, some 
not so serious.

Each country will be in regular contact with you for advice, guidance or approval 
of their actions. You must leam when to give way. when to be firm and when 
to compromise.

Aim Two:
Promote good working relationships between each individual country and each 
of its 15 fellow UNN members.

Driven on by their own fear desires, needs and internal problems, the attitude of ea< 
country to its 15 neighbours will be constantly shifting. With 16 countries in the 
UNN there are 240 inter-country relationships for you to worry about.

What you must do therefore to recognise those areas where your attention is 
most urgently required and concentrate your efforts there.

As disagreements between countries arise, you must make a difficult decision. 
Both countries will believe they are in the right, but you are going to have to 
tell one of them that they are in the wrong, or that they must accept the other 
country’s position or actions. You will have to weigh carefully all the different 
factors involved before making this decision.

Aim Three:
Achieve economic stability.

Each country has tw o principle needs. FOOD and RESOURCES. If a country has a 
deficiency In either of these areas it will be less stable. It will also be seeking to 
gain any shortfall from other countries, either by coercion or trade.

You must keep an eye on each country’s resources and as far as possible try to 
allocate them fairly or in whatever way you feel b  appropriate given the prevailing 
conditions.

The extent to which you are able to control the movement of resources will 
depend largely on your relationship with each country involved (AIM  ONE) and 
also on their relationship wtth each other.

Aim Four:
Achieve military stability.

Each of the 16 countries has its own personality and way of dealing wtth things. 
Some may be naturally more aggressive, others more forgiving. However, of 
paramount importance to a country b  its own security. Obviously, each country 
hopes that the satellite network, under your control, will prevent any wars from 
starting, but they are also aware that you may not be any good at your Job and 
that the worse may happen. Each country, therefore, b  constantly re-evaluating 
Its ability to win and/or survive a war with each of its 15 fellow members.

Each country may request you to increase its allowable number of nuclear 
missiles. Depending on the situation you must decide whether to agree with or 
disagree wtth this request.
Whether a country takes any notice of your decision will depend on its situation, 
its relationship with other countries and its degree of loyalty to you. 

Alternatively, at any time, and for a variety of reasons, you can request a country 
to increase or decrease its number of missiles and again, depending on many 
different factors. It may or may not comply.

PLAYING TH E GAME___________________________
Control of the game b  by the selection of Five Main Icons. The position of these 
icons on the screen b  shown below.

SATELLITES

MAP OF
INFORMATION WORLD

11MM IN TRAY
UJN.N. RADIO
ro * CE OUT TRAY

To  choose an Icon simply move the arrow cursor over it and press FIRE. Further 
options to control the course of world events appear automatically as the game 
proceeds.

In both cases, your choice is usually made by moving the cursor or highlighter 
to the option you wish to choose and then pressing FIRE.

You do not always have an opportunity to change your mind, so be careful when 
making decisions.

1. Information
If you select this Icon a window will open presenting you with three further 
sub-icons. By choosing one of these you will be presented with the latest 
intelligence reports on each country’s status in three vital areas. To  exit this 
option select the arrow.

a. FOOD
Each country has a level of food which it requires to sustain its population. It 
has at least this amount. It will be displayed in GREEN. If it has less than this 
amount, it will be dbplayed in RED.

b. RESOURCES
Each country has a level of resources which it requires to sustain its economy. 
These are dbplayed in a similar manner.

c. MISSILES
There are three types of missile. M x l . Mx2 and Mx 3. There is no difference in 
range between these, anyone of which can reach any target In the world. However, 
they do differ in the size of the warhead they carry and hence the destructive 
punch they can deliver.

M x l -  Enormous warhead. High radioactivity.
M x2 -  Medium warhead. Moderate radioactivity.

M x3 -  Small tactical warhead. Low radioactivity.

Under the terms of the UNN Strategic Arms Limitation Agreement (SALA) the 
number and type of missile warheads each country b  allowed to possess is 
controlled by the Supreme Commander.

Each country is constantly re-evaluating its chances of winning a nuclear war 
with each of its 15 neighbours. If one country feeb it has a chance of winning 
against a country whom  it regards as an enemy, and if that country has un 
unstable or aggressive personality, it may decide to launch a pre-emptive first 
strike.

When setting missile allocations, therefore, you must evatuate:-

-  the country you are talking to. e.g. Is It aggressive?
-  Its relationship with other countries. e.g. has It any enemies?
-  Its current missile strength, e.g. Is It threatened or becoming a threat? 

Whether or not the country heeds your directive depends on how it views its 
own situation and its relationship with you. Alternatively it may pretend to comply 
with your wishes, then produce extra warheads in secret.

2. Communication
This icon is divided into IN and OUT.

a. IN
By choosing this icon, you can look at letters that countries have sent to you. 
To  look at a letter simply move the cursor over the IN tray and press FIRE. 

Once you have looked at a letter it will be discarded and any other letters in the 
tray can be looked at.

As new letters arrive, the stack of letters will grow. If you delay looking at a 
letter for too long it may get pushed off the top. in which case you will never 
see it. The country it came from may assume you have deliberately ignored it. It 
will pay you, therefore, to keep up to date with incoming messages.

b. O U T
If you choose this icon a menu of standard letters that you can send to countries 
will appear.

If you choose a letter, you will then have an opportunity to decide to whom  you 
want to send it.

You can send as many standard letters as you like. The response from a country 
may be in its overt or covert actions, or by a letter Jn  reply.

3. Satellites
Choice of this icon will display the satellites which are available. By moving the 
cursor over a satellite and pressing FIRE you pick the salellite up. Move the 
cursor over the World Map to position the satellite in geo-stationary orbit and 
press FIRE to release it. To  pick the satellite up again, move the cursor over the 
dot which indicates its position, press FIRE, then proceed a* before. Attematively. 
move your arrow over the empty box in the Icon window, the n press FIRE. This 
effectively removes the satellite from orbit but it can still be picked up and used 
again.

There are two types of satellites:

a. BIG BIRD RECONA1SSANCE
These are shown at the bottom. There are only three.

A Big Bird satellite is able to spy on the area of the world beneath it. For example, 
it can detect any increase in military activity.

b. LASER DEFENCE S A TE LLITE  (S D I)
These are shown at the top. There are six. numbered 1 -  6.

An SDI satellite will shoot down any nuclear missiles which come within range.
By positioning them wisely, you can reduce the chances cf an attack by one 
country on another from being successful.

They are most effective when one country launches a limited or tactical nuclear 
strike against another. In an all out nuclear confrontation, a concentration of 
SDI satellites may be required. However, if the conflict escalates there will be 
little they can do to prevent massive destruction and possible Armageddon.

To  view your satellites reconnaissance and SDI cover move your arrow over the 
eye and press FIRE.

To  quit the satellite option move over the arrow and press FIRE.

4. Radio
The World's airwaves are alive wtth radio transmissions which originate from 
each of the 16 UNN member countries. The information carried by these 
transmissions may provide you wtth invaluable information. Each country you 
manage to eavesdrop on will be unaware that you are listening to them and 
hence will be unguarded about what they are saying.

Your radio is equipped to receive signals across six frequency BANDS:

BAND LOWER LIM IT UPPER LIM IT
NUMBER___________ FREQUENCY FFEQUENCY

1 1800 KHz 3499 KHz
2 3500 KHz .J5999 KHz
3 7000 KHz 11999 KHz
4 14000 KHz 2 3999 KHz
5 21000 KHz 25000 KHz
6 28500 KHz_________  50000 KHz

(N B: The BAND between 25001 KHz and 28499 KHz is reerved for public and 
commercial use exclusively.)

Each of the 16 member countries to only allowed to use one of these six bands 
for Its Internal radio communication. However. It may transmit or receive on any 
frequency within the bands' upper and lower frequency limit There are tw o ways 
to use the radio.

W E H a  L m m r l
D ISM AY | |TU N IN C |
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1 EXECUTE 1

1. FREQUENCY SELECT
First select a start frequency. There are tw o ways of doing this. Either:

a. Move the arrow over BAND and press FIRE. This will select one of the lower 
limit frequencies. By pressing FIRE, you can tune to each of the six bands.

or

b. Move the arrow over the number keys and press FIR E to select that number.
By doing this you can type In exactly the frequency you want. Select EXECUTE 
to set this frequency. Once a frequency has been selected you can adjust it 
by using the UP or DOWN arrows.

Once you have executed the desired frequency, exit the radio option by moving 
the arrow off the radio and pressing FIRE. If any country transmits a message 
on or near the selected frequency. It will be displayed automatically.

2. FREQUENCY SCAN
First select one of the six BANDS, then move your arrow to the START/STOP box 
and press FIRE. The radio will automatically scan all of the frequencies between 
the lower and upper frequency limits for that band number and It will continue 
to do this after you exit from the radio option.

Using this option will give you a for greater chance of intercepting any 
transmissions. However, the signals you receive on automatic scanning are always 
scrambled, and before you can read them, you must unscramble them.

If a transmission is intercepted it will be displayed automatically in its scrambled 
form. To  unscramble it you must select the correct combination of eight signal 
filters which appear as boxes fO to f7.

To switch a filter on. move the arrow over the box and press FIRE. To  switch it 
off. repeat this process. If you have all the filters correct, you will see all of the 
message clearly.

5. UNN FORCES______________________________
As Supreme Commander, you have under yo ir direct control a powerful rapid 
deployment military task force. This elite force draws its members from each of 
the 16 member countries. Each member of this task force has to swear an oath 
of allegiance to the UNN and its Supreme Commander.

It has no nuclear capability, but it is equipped with the very latest military 
hardware. If commanded by you to do so. it is able to move quickly and effectively 
into any country in the World. Under the terms of the UNN charter, any country 
which attempts to prevent it from doing this, will be expelled from the UNN. 
wtth disastrous results for its economy and security.

Any country which has the UNN Force on its territory will always follow your 
instructions. By using this force, therefore, you can impose your will upon any 
country with whom  you have a poor relationship and/or who also appears to be 
taking an aggressive or threatening attitude to any other country.

If used carefully it can prevent a war from starting, giving you an opportunity to 
sort out the problems between the countries involved. However, no country likes 
having the UNN force on its soil and whilst they may not actually complain, they 
will not think kindly of a Supreme Commander who leaves the force, for no 
apparent reason, wtthln their borders for long periods of time. Unfortunately, 
the UNN task force does have to be somewhere. Deciding where and when to 
move It may be crucial to your overall success.

WARS________________________________________
Wars are of two types. CONVENTIONAL or NUCLEAR

1. Conventional Wars
In such a conflict both sides realise that due to the enormous advances in weapon 
technology it is virtually Imossible for either side to win. However, they can ease 
the tension between tw o countries, whether this happens, however, depends 
entirely on the relative strength of each country involved and also on who attacked 
who.

They do little damage in themselves but if they are not over quickly, they tend 
to escalate into nuclear war.

2. Nuclear War
If one country launches a missile or missiles at another country, you will see 
them tracking toward their targets on your world map. At this stage, it will be 
too late for you to move your SDI satellites to shoot them down. If you did not 
spot the conflict coming and did not cover it with your satellites, then all missiles 
launched will strike their targets.

Whether the affair is limited, or whether it escalates Into a foil scale nuclear war 
involving two or more countries, will depend on a large number of factors.

A side effect of any nuclear conflict is an increase in the level of radioactivity In 
the Earth’s atmosphere.

It is not necessary, therefore, for every country in the world to be destroyed for 
Armageddon to occur. A large scale nuclear war between two countries only may 
still release enough lethal radioactivity into the atmosphere to kill the entire 
population of the world.

©  Martech Games Limited. 1987.

ESCAPE FROM TARG

GAME DESCRIPTION___________________________
In Mercenary, you can take the role of a 21st Century soldier of fortune 
crash-landed on the strife-tom planet Targ. Your intergalactic craft, Prestinium 
is beyond repair but you are conveniently located within Central City.

The action focuses mainly on Planet Targ's major areas of habitation. which are 
virtually deserted now following many years of war between the usurper 
Mechanoids. an alien race of robots, and Targ's original occupants, the peace 
loving Palyars. You will most likely become embroiled in this continuing conflict. 

Your challenge Is to escape from the planet, having first discovered the means 
to do so. This can be achieved in differing ways, depending on the various 
approaches to the game that you may take. How and when you escape is entirely 
In your own hands. But. as you gain experience in beating the system, you may 
wtoh to optimise your spoils of war.

For assistance, you can rely on Benson, your in-helmet ninth generation personal 
computer. Benson displays your guidance systems and provides an interpretation

foryour view of events in three-dimensional vector graphics. In addition. Benson 
is able to identity and take into your possession a number of the objects that 
can be found. Many of these will be useful to your eventual escape.

High in orbit above Targ. you can find the Palyar Colony Craft, where the vestiges 
of this once proud and peacefol race have plotted their revenge against the 
Mechanoid occupation.

How then to escape? You lack the communication range to call for help from 
your friends. And. in your business, friends cost money. You don’t have much at 
the moment. And so you b e g in .....

c o n t r o l s ___________________________________
Please see Keyboard Summary for operating instructions.

BENSONS PANEL
ELEV ATIO N
Registers your in-flight up/down attitude to the horizontal.

COMPASS
Registers at all times your upright horizontal direction.

A L TITU D E
Gives your in-flight height in metres.

SPEED
Gives your speed of motion on board any vehicle.

LOCATION
Whilst on or above the surface of Targ. your co-ordinate position is given relative 
to a city as follows:

Black figures 00-99 (West to East) x 00-99 (North to South).
Red (or reversed) figures indicate a negative co-ordinate.
** indicates that you are out of range.

Benson provides information and relays incoming messages on the 
Communications Panel. With Benson in communication mode, you may be asked 
to respond. Press Y to respond YES. otherwise NO is assumed. Various Benson 
models display additional status indicators.

w a l k in g ____________________________________
Walking is initiated by use of the joystick and directed as shown:

Forwards

Forwards Left Forwards Right

Turn Left * N  « Turn Right

Backwards Left'  ^  Backwards Right

Backwards

TRANSPORT__________________________________
There are tw o types of ground based vehicles (GBVs) and three types of flight 
craft. All have varying capabilities. They operate with a range of speeds including 
fine adjustment, both forwards and reverse. Flight craft can also hover. There is 
also one intergallactic craft. GBVs are directed by use of the joystick as shown:

Turn Left .. -..■) Turn Right

FLIGHT CRAFT need sufficient speed to lake off. On the ground they behave as 
GBVs but are controlled for direction in flight by the joystick as shown:

Climb

Climb Leftw ,  Climb Right

Turn Left ---------^  -- Turn Right

Dive Left ^  ^  Dive Right

Di/e

ELEVATORS__________________________________
Underground complexes are accessible from the surface. Locate a three-sided 
cage and position yourself, or your craft, on the surface within the cage before 
operating. (See Keyboard Summary).

There is also an elevator entrance on the top surface of the Sky City Colony Craft. 
Position yourself on the square pad adjacent to the landing strip to gain entrance 
to the hangar below.

c o m b a t_____________________________________
In any vehicles, outside of a hangar, depress the joystick FIR E button to launcf 
your missile. To  destroy ground installations, fire at their base. If you are under 
attack, this is relentless. Unless you can knock out the enemy craft, it will 
ultimately find you and home in for the kill.

o b je c t s _____________________________________
A number of objects can be picked up a id  carried under Benson’s control. Not 
all of these are useful. You can carry up to ten objects at any one time. Objects 
are placed down in reverse order: the last taken is the first dropped.

q u it  o p t io n _________________________________
Mercenary could potentially play for ever. You will never be killed. although 
there are penalties if your craft is hit by a missile This and other conditions, 
can leave you in a position of having to walk, possibly for hours, to regain a 
vehicle or reach an underground complex. And there can be other irretrievable 
situations. But you can quit to opt out. (See Keyboard Summary). You will be 
returned to a city location in possession of a new craft. B U T there Is a penalty: 
Any objects that you hold will be scattejMl around.

GAME SAVE_________________________________
You can save out a current gameplay to pick up later from where you left off. 
Remove your copy of Mercenary before proceeding further, and use a separate 
write-enabled data cassette (or formatted blank disk for disk versions of the 
game only).

Press < C N T R L >  and S simultaneously. (Spectrum <CAPS S H IF T > . S).

Benson Response: SAVE NO. 0 -9? (Spec.rum 1-4)

Enter a number in this range to identity saved file.

Benson Response: PRESS R ETURN W HEN READY (Spectrum EN TE R )

Press < P L A Y >  and <  RECORD>  together on cassette recorder.

Press <  R ETU R N >  and the game status is saved.

You can then continue w ith the current game.

RELOAD SAVED GAME_________________________
At any point in a commenced game, to re-load” a save: "

Press < C N T R L >  and L simultaneously. (Spectrum <CAPS S H IF T >  L)

Benson Response: LOAD NO. 0 -9?  (Speccrum 1-4)

Press your required save file number.

Benson Response: PRESS R ETURN W HEN READY

Check that the tape is correctly position ed or disk is in drive.

Press < P L A Y >  on the recorder and < R E T U R N >  to load. (Spectrum <  E N TE R > ).

KEYBOARD SUMMARY_________________________
Press KEY/(s) as shown. If two. slmultareously.

NOTES & VARIATIONS
Respond YES Y Otherwise NO is assumed
Board Vehicle B Position at centre of vehicle
Forward Power Keys 1-9 0 - Maximum:

Spectrum 1-4  max
Reverse Power Keys < S H If T ^  0 -9  Spectrum < S Y M B S H IF T >  1-4
Increase Power +  Amstrad
Decrease Power -  Amstrad •

Stop < SPACE>  For hover in flight
Leave Vehicle L
Operate Elevator E At centre of surface cage or

Colony Craft pad or in hangar
Take Object T  Pick up from centre
Drop Object D
Quit Situation < C N T R L >  Q Spectrum <  CAPS SHI F T  >  Q

Amstrad < C N T R L >  < E S C >  
SaveGameplay < C N T R L > S  Spectrum <  CAPS SHI F T  >  S
Load Gameplay < C N T R L >  L Spectrum <  CAPS SHI F T  >  L

s p e c t r u m  k e y b o a r d  c o n t r o l s ______________
To  fire, 0. Keys 5 -8  select direction for walking (and flight). 5 -  Left. 6  -  Forwards 
(Climb). 7 -  Backwards (Dive). 8 -  Right. Use 5 8  6 .5  & 7 .6  8  8  and 7 8  8  for 
intermediate directions.

Mercenary ©  Novagen Software Ltd. ©  C 6 4 1985. Amstrad CPC 1986. Spectrum 
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TH E OBJECT_________________________________
Xeno has one or two player keyboard or joystick options. Each player controls a 
manoeuvrable disc in an attempt to push a smaller puck through his opponent's 
goal. The winner is the player who scores most goals in the game.

SETTING TH E GAME VARIABLES________________
You can vary certain aspects of the game to suit your level of playing ability. This 
facility gives Xeno infinite variability.

DEFINING KEYS_______________________________
If you take the keyboard option. Xeno will ask you to define each key function 
in turn. If you also choose tw o player mode, be sure to define your keys carefully, 
so that both players can easily operate them without getting in each other’s way 
during the course of the game

SETTING THE SHOT TIM E OUT_________________
Control of the cursor showing the direction your saucer/disk will travel switches 
automatically from player to player after a pre set time interval. The interval is 
the time-out period. It is entered as a single number of seconds from 1 -9. By 
entering 0 you can disable the time-out facility.

SETTING TH E LENGTH OF QUARTERS____________
Xeno is played in four quarters of equal duration, which may be varied from 1 -9 
minutes.

SETTING TH E COMPUTER HANDICAP____________
You can handicap the computer by slowing down its response to your shot. The 
handicap values range from 0-9.

The Xeno program has default settings. Follow the screen instructions If you 
wish to change these.

You are now ready to play Xeno.

©  A’n’F Software

TH E  LAST STORMTROOPER
The game opens with Trantor standing by the lift. Equipped with a flame-thrower, 
he has 90 seconds to activate the N I K. security terminal. There are eight 
terminals in the complex -  each containing a letter. Record each letter which 
must then be sorted into a computer related word. Once you have obtained the 
word you must find the security terminal and enter the word. You will then be 
given a beam code. Proceed to the beam area, enter the code and off you beam, 
successful in your mission.

While exploring the complex you will pass lockers. By pulling the joystick back 
you will automatically search the lockers. Use the contents to aid your mission.

The opening sequence is only the start of the story and cannot be played. The 
game then progresses to the start menu.

Controls are displayed on the screen for starting the game, joystick or keyboard 
options and redefine keys selection.

Note Amstrad Users: When game has loaded, hit any key to continue 

c 1987 Probe Software. All rights reserved.

Leviathan takes you thirty three seconds into the future, where pop videos inspire 
crazy fantasies in the minds of ordinary people. Your objective is to seek out and 
destroy enemy ships in three excitingly different planet zones:

MOONSCAPE (LEVIATHAN Master Program)
CITYSCAPE (Landscape 1)

GREEKSCAPE (landscape 2)

Each zone must be crossed, LEVIATHAN destroying all the enemy ships in each 
zone within the allotted time. If successful, select the next skill level, or cross 
to the next zone, if you dare.

You have limited fuel (audible warnings will keep you on your toes), unlimited 
missiles. 5 lives plus a bonus life every 5000 points, and must have the will to 
succeedl Extra fuel can be collected by landing in the arrows near the fuel pods 
in the CITYSCAPE and in all three SCAPES * you can shoot the spinning FUEL 
CUBES (FCUBES) in the space sectors.

Watch the diagonal arrows flashing green to guide you in the right direction to 
find those elusive aliens, and keep your 3 smart bombs in reserve: you can use 
them to eliminate all your enemies.!

The timer will monitor your gameplay: if It runs out. you will just have to start 
again. Sorry!

c o n t r o l s ___________________________________

CBM 64/128
Joystick Controls:
Use Joystick Port 2.
During the title screen/demo mode, push button to go to the OPTION SCREEN.

Use the joystick/button to select game options on the OPTION SCREEN.
In the CITYSCAPE, after landing to re-foel. push the button to take off again. 
Keyboard Controls :
F I key will reset your game to the OPTION SCREEN.
F3 key will reset your game to the title page and title music, which is a pretty 
smart tune (one of David's best!)
F5 key will jum p to the Hi-Score Screen.
F7 will pause, then re-start your game.
SPACE BAR will explode 3 smart bombs in each game, so use them wisely. 

AM STRAD

Use a joystick to control the ship and firing, plus:
Q -  Up SPACE -  Fire 
A -  Down T A B  -  Smart Bomb 
0  -  Left R ETURN -  Central Monitor 
P -  Right

Change direction: Press SPACE, and either Q or P key, depending on which 
direction you are flying.

In the Amstrad version, to collect fuel, shoot the spinning cubes in the space 
sectors.

F I -  Load Moonscape F -  Freeze/Unfreeze game
F2 -  Load Cityscape R -  Reset game
F3 -  Load Greekscape 
SPECTRUM

A -  Left H Freeze/Unfreeze Game
S -  Right J  Reset to Options Screen
D -  Down K  -  Reset to Title Screen (on this version)
F -  Up G -  Fire

Change direction: Press G. and the D or Q keys, depending on which direction 
you are flying.

For those of you who are just too impatient, wanting to know the exact shape, 
colour and appearance of all your enemies before you’ve even been confronted 
by them, watch the CE NTRAL MONITOR at the start of each new game: lo and 
behold ten different aliens for all to see!

CENTRAL MONITOR
CBM64/SPECTRUM

DIRECTION OF ENEMY SMART BOMBS
ENEMY FUEL uAUUb ATTACK,NG ALTITUDE REMAININGIt? i t e f f  ^ R i ^ FRl -500"6

-----------’ — —

TIME REMAINING NUMBER LEFT TOTAL NUMBER SHIPS LEFT 
m CURRENT WAVE OF ATTACKING SHIPS

AMSTRAD
NUMBER LEFT IN
CURRENT WAVE SH,PS LEFT SMART BOMBS REMAINING

rinkm isei iqfi
1 TIME REMAINING TOTAL NUMBER OF ATTACKING SHIPS

DIRECTION OF ENEVIY

JOYSTICK CONTROLS__________________________
WHEN TRAVELLING WHEN TRAVELLING

TO TH E RIGHT TO TH E  LEFT
DIVE ^ F '.R E  SPEED UP CHANGE DIRECTION

T * ]  ~ T " e !  I f e ]
MOVE ; « _ ;  ^ | M 0 V E  ] • ! • !
LEFT i  j RIGHT ; ;  i L ♦

CLIMB CHANGE DIRECTION SPEED UP

© 1987 English Software. All rights reserved.

CBM CASSETTE USERS When Select League or Open Bowling screen appears, 
game has loaded. Use joystick port 2 Leave PLAY. FAST FORWARD or REWIND 
button down white pVbylng or the game will not operate. Adjust sound using -  
or -  keys.

KEYBOARD COMMANDS
SPECTRUM
Q -  Up. A -  Down. 0  -  Left. P -  Right. CAPS -  Fire.

AM STRAD
Q -  Up. A -  Down. 0  -  Left. P -  Right. S H IF T  or CONTROL -  Fire.

SETTING UP GAMEPLAY_______________________
Up to 8 players can play. If you select League Play press L or 0  for select Open 
Bowling. If league play is selected you will have to supply the following 
information: Team names. Number of players. Players’ names and ability and 
Number of games to play (up to 5). If Open Bowling is selected you will have to 
supply the following information: Number of players. Players’ names and ability 
and Number of games to play.

Eatertog player names and ability: Type name of player and press RETURN/ENTER 
Then select ability level by pressing K for Kids. A for Amateur or P for Professional.
A description of each tevel follows:

Kids -  Designed for children (4 -  8). Speed of ball is automatically set and the 
ball will head for straight where it is aimed with no hook.

Amateur -  Beginner's level. Throws are affected by the selected speed setting 
and amount of hook put on the ball.

Professional -  Advanced level. Accuracy in using speed/hook indicator is critical. 
Errors create poor throws.

ERROR ^  _ _ _ _ _

M AXIMUM SPEED
W ITHOUT ERROR |—  SPEED ZONE

M INIM UM  S P E E D ^
E B /  ERROR 

i j i n -  STRAIGHT

M EDIUM  HOOK
HOOK ZO N E-------------

E 3 5 P 1* M AXIMUM HOOK 
- E 3 E d ------- ERROR

PLAYING TH E GAME___________________________
Aiming Your Th row : Position both bowler and ’’mark”. Push joystick FORWARD 
to activate “mark" and position it by moving Joystick LEFT/RIGHT. Position 
bowler by pulling BACK on the joystick to decelerate “mark’* then move joystick 
LEFT/RIGHT.

Throw ing the Ball: Set the speed and throw the ball straight or wtth a hook. It 
requires timing and concentration to be viewed using the Speed/Hook Indicator.

To  start approach press FIR E button. To  set speed release FIR E button when 
indicator reaches desired zone.

Releasing button at the bottom gives you m inimum speed. When the button is 
released the setting you have chosen is locked on the indicator.

Set hook by pressing FIRE button when indicator is in hook zone.

SCOREBOARD_________________________________
When each player bowls, a line score appears on the top portion of the screen 
and shows the last five frames’ scores. An overall scoreboard appears after bowlers 
have completed a frame. Press FIRE button to resume play after the scoreboard.

BOWLING STRATEGIES________________________
No matter whether you bowl a straight or hook shot, the best position to aim 
for is the pockets between the front 3 pins for your initial score.

BOWLING FOR SPARES_________________________
To  be successful you must be able to make spares, that is to knock down any 
pins left after your first ball, with the second ball.

s c o r in g _____________________________________
A game consists of 10 frames. A strike counts 10 pins with the first ball, plus 
the total number of pins knocked down by the following tw o balls (shown as ■ 
on the scoreboard).

A spare consists of 10 pins, plus the number of pins the bowler knocks down 
with the first ball in the next frame. (Spare shown as ► on scoreboard).

When a bowler fails to make a strike or a spare, only the knocked down pins 
count and no scoring is carried over to the next frame. A perfect game is 12 
consecutive strikes for each of the 10 frames, plus 1 strike for each of the 2 
extra, or bonus chances the bowler receives for scoring a strike in the 10th Frame.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES________________________
Spectrum
A B O R T GAM E: Return to ’’Select” Screen at any time by pressing CAPS S H IF T  
and BREAK (Spectrum), pressing ”/" (CBM ). ESC (Amstrad).

REPLAY FEA TU R E : To  restart at first frame without changing names etc., press 
P from “Select” Screen.

A U TO M A TIC  D EM O: If left for one minute computer will demo. Press D from 
“Select” Screen to start manually.
©  1986 ACCESS Software Inc. All rights reserved.

OBJECTIVE___________________________________
Your friends have been captured and chained up in cells. Your task, preferably 
with the help of the other player, is to rescue and release them from certain 
death in the complex of the underground dungeons.

When you release a friend from a cell, you can make use of their special weapon 
to help you in your task of releasing more of your shackled friends. Pick up keys 
to open the doors as shooting them has no effect. Search each floor for an exit 
to escape to other floors containing more of your friends still trapped deeper in 
the dungeons.

When your fighting power has run out. the game is over but this can be prolonged 
should you pick up various bonus items strategically placed around the dungeon 
floors. The evil guards can drop items when you destroy them, that may help 
you in your fight for survival.

Your quest will be long and treacherous as you battle your way through over one 
hundred levels of dungeons. Only the quickest and most agile will survive.

HINTS_______________________________________
If it moves shoot it and try not to stay and fight, just hit and run. because your 
enemies will drain vital energy when in contact. Collect all of the bonus items 
to gain extra points and prolong your fighting power.

Destroy giant enemies where possible for extra points and for the keys which 
they drop. Do not stay too long on one level as a blob will appear and drain your 
energy. Look closely for your friends trapped behind the doors and before you 
leave each level, select which powers you want to keep but be careful as you lose 
the rest. Try to avoid being surrounded in close combat as you will lose lots of 
energy You collect more points for bonus doors so keep a look out.

Upon freeing your friends, you will be awarded an additional weapon. These 
weapons will be shown as icons on the display panel. Additional features are 
shown as secondary icons which can be collected, which relate to the weapon 
that you hold. These icons are displayed under the weapon icon which includes 
Speed Up'. Shot Speed’. Extra Defence' and Extra Attack'.

KEYBOARD CONTROLS
CBM 64/128
Player 1 uses joystick port 1. X -  Select 
Player 2 uses joystick port 2. N -  Select 
Spectrum
Q -  Up A -  Down V -  Left B -  Right H -  Fire I -  Select 
Player 1 uses joystick, press SPACE BAR.
Player 2 uses keyboard.

Amstrad
I -  Up K -  Down J  -  Left L -  Right SPACE BAR -  Fire U -  Select 

(Player 1)

When counter on loading screen reaches zero, zero the tape counter. When you 
die rewind to zero and press PLAY.
Copyright DATA EAST USA Inc. 1988 All rights reserved.

SPECIAL 44COMMAND PERFORMANCE” OFFER!
Mercenary Maps and The Second City Dataset -  £4.95 

A kit of maps and plans of Targ Central City to enhance your original Mercenary 
game and the Second City dataset to load in for a tough new challenging game 
-  and no clues!

Note your name and address, computer type and state cassette or disk. Send 
wtth cheque or P.0, for £4.95 (FR E E P O S T) to: Novagen Software, 142 Aicester 
Road, Birmingham B13 8HS.

This compilation ©  1988 U.S. Gold Ltd. All rights reserved.
Manufactured and distributed under license tty U.S. Gold Ltd..
Units 2/3. Holford Way. Holford. Birmingham. B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388. 

Copyright subsists on this program. Unauthorised coping, lending, broacasting. 
public performance, re-recording, hiring, leasing, renting and selling under any 
exchange or re-purchase scheme in any manner is strictly prohibited.


